Uniform Code Policy

Please note: The Principal and Heads of Schools reserve the right to determine whether the uniform code is being met.

The Cedar College School Board has set a Uniform Policy in place and the parents, teachers and students are responsible for seeing that this policy is adhered to.

All school uniform is to be purchased from our Uniform Shop. Please see the Uniform Shop Manager for full details and a price list is available from the Front Office or via our website. Continual monitoring of the school uniform will occur as part of the daily school routine.

A Uniform Infringement / Reminder Notice will be given to all students whose uniform does not meet the standards set out in this policy, and will be sent home in the students diary to be signed by the parent.

In extreme cases of inappropriate dress, a parent may be called and asked to either pick the student up or bring a change of clothing, which meets the Uniform Code Requirement of the school. In some cases, the Office may issue something to be worn. Should the violation be so offensive, the student may be required to wait in the Office during this time and schoolwork missed must be made up, but not necessarily for full credit.

The Student Uniform Code remains in force while a student is on school grounds during the school day, on an excursion, participating in student outings or athletic activities, and to and from school. (No exceptions will be made to a student changing after school unless there has been prior Staff approval.)

After three (3) Uniform Infringement / Reminder notices per term have been given to a student, a Detention Notice will be issued. Should the infringement continue, the parent/guardian will be called to discuss the situation. If a suitable outcome is not agreed on, the student will not be able to attend Cedar College until their uniform or personal appearance falls within the Uniform Policy guidelines.

Note: Our Uniform Policy will be updated from time to time as necessary. Please visit our website for the latest version.
Boys Uniform

**Boys Shorts** - must be college cut, grey melange. Worn in Summer only (Term 1 & 4).
**Boys Trousers** - may be worn summer or winter. Trousers must be college cut grey melange.
**Boys Shirts: Summer** - Green Jac shirt (with shorts or trousers). **Winter** - Green long-sleeve Shirt.

Girls Uniform

**Summer Dresses** - are worn by all female students from Reception to Year 12.
**Winter Pinafores** - are worn by all female students from Reception to Year 6.
**Minimum length** of summer dress, pinafore or skirt: The hem must touch the floor when the student is kneeling upright. Maximum length is mid-lower leg.

Sports Uniform

**Sports Socks** – Girls & Boys R - 6 – White Ankle Socks with Cedar College logo.
**Sports Uniform** – Bottle Green Polo Top, Shorts, Rugby Top and Trackpants.
Sports Uniform must be worn on designated P.E. days.

Hats

**Hats are compulsory** for all students in Terms 1 and 4. All students have the option of wearing a cricket hat, legionnaire hat or baseball cap. Girls have the option of purchasing a poly hat (not compulsory). For safety, hats may **not** have any ties/strings/elastic or toggles attached.
Boys & Girls Uniform

**Jumpers** - may be worn whenever students feel it is necessary for warmth. Sleeves must not be rolled up. The jumper is the correct size if, when the sleeves are turned back at the cuff, they still meet the wrist with the arm bent. Oversize, unsightly baggy jumpers are not acceptable.

**Jackets** - All Jackets in Reception to Year 6 are purchased for extra warmth and must be worn with a jumper. If it is not exceptionally cold, then a jumper is worn first. Jacket is not compulsory.

**ART SMOCKS** - All students are required to purchase an Art Smock when they arrive at Cedar. The purchased Art Smock stays in the year level in which they entered Cedar College. Individual classes are topped up with Art Smocks each year as they wear out. There is no further cost to the student.

**Ties** - must be worn with the winter uniform and whenever students wear a long sleeve shirt.

**Scarves** : If worn, must be a bottle green scarf purchased from the Uniform Shop.

**Gloves** : If worn, they must be bottle green and purchased from the Uniform Shop.

**Jewellery** - is limited to earrings, one thin metal bangle (silver or gold in colour) and watches. Girls only can wear ONE set of sleeper or plain stud earrings on the lower ear lobe. Earrings are not acceptable for boys. Makeup and nail polish are not acceptable.
Hair

**Girls hair** must be neat, tidy and brushed back off the face. If longer that shoulder length, hair must be tied up neatly.

**Hair Elastics** – bottle green, brown, black.

**Hair Ties** – Ribbons, hairclips, scrunchies and head bands must be bottle green, white, or in uniform fabric. (Available for purchase from the Uniform Shop).

**Boys hair** must be no longer than collar length and no shorter than a number 2 blade. Hair must be neat and tidy and brushed back off the face. Boys may **not** wear their hair in ponytails, “man-buns” or similar.

**Hair colour for all students MUST NOT be of unnatural colours or be extreme in hair fashion.** Fringes for both boys and girls must not fall below the eyebrows.

**The Principal and Leadership reserve the right to determine inappropriate hair style**

Shoes / Socks

**Black leather lace-up school shoes** - No heels, platforms, prints, canvas shoes, sandshoes, markings or fancy lacing. Optional Brown sandal with or without enclosed heel – no socks. Shoes must be kept clean and polished.

- **Girls in Primary School (R-6)** may wear an optional black “T-Bar” shoe with a buckle or “Mary Jane” style school shoe, however, it must be a plain, flat shoe, with a standard school shoe heel, and no fancy buckles and patterns.
- **Reception and Year 1 Girls and Boys (only)** may wear a shoe with velcro straps if they desire.
- Optional dark-brown ‘Roman’ school sandal may be worn during the summer months **without socks.** They may have a T-bar or an enclosed heel for foot support.
- Sandshoes of any style and colour are worn for the whole day on the student’s designated P.E. day, but must have a non-marking sole.

**Socks** – **ALL socks MUST be purchased from the Uniform Shop.**

- **Boys R – 6** Grey ankle socks all year round
- **Girls R – 6** White ankle socks for summer
- **Girls R – 6** White knee high socks or bottle green stockings for winter

Uniform Weather Policy

**Summer Uniform** – is worn in Terms 1 and 4; however, should the temperature forecast shown on the previous evening’s News be **22°C or less**, students may wear their green jumper for extra warmth.

**Winter Uniform** – is worn in Terms 2 and 3; however, should the temperature forecast shown on the previous evening’s News be **23°C or over**, summer uniform may be worn.

In the first **TWO WEEKS** of Term 2 and Term 4 there is a **TWO WEEK CHANGE-OVER** where either summer or winter uniform can be worn.
## Summary of the Primary School Uniform

*Parents please make sure ALL uniform is appropriately marked with your child’s name. This makes it much easier to return valuable lost uniform items.*

### BOYS UNIFORM

**Boys - Summer**
- Grey Shorts/Trousers
- Green Jac Shirt
- Grey Ankle Socks
- Bottle Green Jumper

**Boys - Winter**
- Grey Trousers
- Green Long Sleeve Shirt
- Grey Ankle Socks
- Bottle Green Striped Tie
- Bottle Green Jumper
- Bottle Green Jacket (optional)
- Bottle Green Scarf (optional)

**Boys - Hats**
- Choice of - Cricket Hat, Baseball Cap or Legionnaire Hat

### GIRLS UNIFORM

**Girls - Summer**
- Summer Dress
- White Ankle Socks
- Bottle Green Jumper

**Girls - Winter**
- Winter Pinafore
- White L/S Shirt
- Tie of uniform colour
- White Knee high socks or Bottle Green Stockings
- Bottle Green Scarf (optional)
- Bottle Green Jacket (optional)

**Girls - Hats**
- Optional Poly Hat
- Choice of - Cricket Hat, Baseball Cap or Legionnaire Hat

### BOYS & GIRLS

**Unisex Sports Uniform**

**Summer**
- Bottle Green Shorts

**Winter**
- Bottle Green Track Pants
- Striped Rugby Top (long-sleeve)

### SCHOOL SHOES, BAGS, SMocks

**Black leather lace-up** - No heels, platforms, prints, markings or fancy lacing.

Optional “T-Bar” shoes or "Mary Jane" style school shoe for girls. Shoes with Velcro are allowed in Reception and Year 1 only.

**Optional Brown sandal** with or without enclosed heel – no socks for summer.

**Cedar College School Bags & Art Smocks are compulsory.**

**Library Bags** are compulsory but can be provided by student.

**Please Note:** If a student grows out of their Primary School uniform, including the sports uniform during Year 6, they will be required to purchase another Primary School uniform.

The pinafore is designed to have its bib removed to be worn as a skirt in High School. The High School skirts are exactly the same shape and style as the skirt of the pinafore.

The Uniform shop makes every endeavour to make adjustments to student’s current uniform so that they do not have to purchase another. This may be in the form of letting hems down, putting new longer bibs on current pinafore, etc.